IMPACT FINANCE
Ingenuity Driving Change for a Better World
From day one, MIT’s approach to finance has applied a bold vision to solve complex
problems and fuel progress in the world. When you connect with Finance at MIT,
you bridge academia, industry and policy through a dynamic and collaborative culture
of ingenuity, ready to make impact against the world’s most pressing challenges.
If you’re committed to making an impact __ whether through investing, healthcare,
sustainability, policy, or inclusive access to capital __ you’ll find a partner in MIT.

Rigorous

Dynamic

built on theory and practice

engaged in global impact

ACADEMICS

Hands-on, real-world
experiences provide an
essential foundation on
the disciplined science,
and principled application
of finance.

ECOSYSTEM
Unique

CULTURE

of impact and ingenuity
MIT draws the world’s
most curious, innovative,
collaborative and passionate
minds, committed to making
an impact and improving the
world through finance.

Renowned finance educators,
researchers and practitioners
work alongside diverse and
accomplished students and
alumni on solutions to realworld problems.

Explore MIT’s Impact Finance Resources
Today’s organizations are being asked to define their
purpose beyond profits; we develop leaders and solutions
that can answer those questions.
Gita Rao, Senior Lecturer
Instructor of 15.453 Finance Lab and 15.499 Social Impact Investing

Centers & Initiatives

Clubs & Communities

Push the boundaries of social
impact through research, education and thought leadership
that advances pioneering tools
and practices and empowers
students, faculty, alumni,and
global leaders to act:

Exchange ideas and work
toward a more sustainable
world through hands-on
experiences, access to the
global impact community,
and career support:

•M
 IT Golub Center for
Finance and Policy
•M
 IT Sloan Sustainability
Initiative
• L egatum Center for
Development and
Entrepreneurship
• MIT Energy Initiative
•M
 IT Center for Energy and
Environmental Policy Research

•M
 IT Sloan Impact Investing
Initiative (Mi3)
• MIT Sloan Net Impact
•M
 IT Sloan Entrepreneurs for
International Development
(SEID)
•M
 IT Social Entrepreneurship
Alumni Group (SEAG)
•M
 IT Investment Management
Club (IMC)

Conferences & Competitions
Gain real-world perspectives on global
challenges through innovative events and
competitions that engage and train the
next generation of impact finance experts
and tech-based social entrepreneurs.

Alumni Network
making an impact
in over 90 countries.

• MIT Solve
•M
 IT Investment
Conference
•M
 IT Sustainability
Summit

Academics for
Change Makers
MIT Sustainability Certificate
Allows finance students to dive
deep into sustainability, understand
challenges and develop strategies that
help them drive organizational change.
MFin Impact Finance Concentration
For students with a passion for using
finance tools and expertise to generate
positive social, environmental and
governance impact alongside
financial return.
Social Impact Courses
Targeted opportunities to develop
a solid analytical understanding of
the spectrum of social impact
investments and opportunities in
various industries and regions.
Action Learning Labs
Immersive, hands-on experiences
where students and faculty collaborate
with leading finance practitioners on
real-world projects to make impact.
Environmental and
Organizational Sciences
Finance students can cross-register
at MIT and broaden their world view
through scientific and behavioral
knowledge and experiences.

Join Us.
Change the World!
Put your finance career or
organization on a path to
impact by contacting:
financeatmit@mit.edu

Visit us at:
mitsloan.mit.edu/finance-at-mit

